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Abstract
Design and synthesis of DRAM based memory systems has been a dicult task in high-level system synthesis because of the relatively complex protocols involved. In this paper, we illustrate a method for topdown design of a DRAM memory interface using a
transformational approach. Sequential decomposition
of the DRAM memory interface entails extraction of a
DRAM memory object from a system description that
incorporates the read/write protocol and accounts for
refresh cycles. We apply sequential decomposition to a
non-trivial example, a formally derived realization of
the Nqthm FM9001 microprocessor speci cation [1],
called DDD-FM9001 [2].

1 Introduction
Derivation is a formalization of synthesis with more
emphasis on \correct construction" than on design automation. Our tools are a set of transformations that
are used to engineer an implementation from a speci cation, with each transformation accumulating information about the implementation. In a functional
framework, a transformation called system factorization [3] was used earlier to extract functional components with naive interaction schemes. As a generalization of system factorization , we have developed
sequential decomposition based on a nite state machine model to decompose a system description into
interacting sequential machines [4]. A description of
the interaction of a component with its environment
is a parameter in the decomposition.
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A realization of the Nqthm FM9001 [1] speci cation, called DDD-FM9001 [2], was derived using the
DDD [5] system. The derivation involved using system factorization to decompose the memory component. Factorization imposed restrictions on the design
limiting the memory to a static RAM realization. We
now look at this example in the context of sequential
decomposition to realize a DRAM memory.

1.1 Related Research
Several researchers have looked at the issues involved in system synthesis. Borriello uses timing diagrams to specify the interface of a circuit and synthesis tools to generate the interface automatically [6].
While Boriello develops these external interface speci cations as a means to guide synthesis, our goal is
to use them to guide design decomposition. Yajnik
and Ciesielski [7] perform top-down machine decomposition by partitioning outputs and states in state
graphs with the objective of performance and area optimization of synthesized PLA circuits. Speci cation
at di erent levels of abstraction and partitioning of
control and data ow graphs for synthesis have been
considered by Kuehlmann and Bergamaschi [8] to obtain smaller layouts. Our approach is to enable designers to decompose machines into logically and functionally distinct components. We do not use heuristics to partition a design based on layout constraints.
Wolf et.al use a nite state machine model to specify
a network of communicating machines and have control manipulation transformations to search the design
space [9]. Drusinsky and Harel have used state-charts
for bottom-up hierarchical speci cation [10] by embedding simpler state machines at a lower level of speci cation into states at a higher level of speci cation.
The tree of state machines is then synthesized into a
network of PLAs.

In related formal methods research, Kurshan [11]
veri es reactive systems by stepwise reduction and renement using L-automata with language and process
homomorphism. Davie [12] has used constraints on
the target architecture and the context of a design in
CIRCAL to reduce the complexity of veri cation. As
an alternative to bottom-up veri cation techniques,
our approach facilitates top-down design by factoring
sequential components from designs using transformations.

1.2 DDD-FM9001
The DDD-FM9001 is a general purpose microprocessor realized in FPGAs, mechanically derived from
Hunt's Nqthm FM9001 speci cation [1]. The FM9001
is a 32-bit microprocessor mechanically veri ed in
the Nqthm theorem prover and implemented in LSI
Logic's gate array technology. Details of the derivation of the DDD-FM9001 are reported in [2].
This paper shows the steps involved in the decomposition of a DRAM memory sub-system from the
DDD-FM9001 system description. Starting with speci cations for DRAM and DDD-FM9001, we will derive
the system organization shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: System Organization

2 Preliminaries
We use Interface Speci cation Language (ISL) [4]
to specify the interaction of a machine with its environment. All communication is modeled as values over
connected ports. ISL is based on nite state machine
semantics, details of which are discussed in [4]. The
complementation operation on machines is brie y discussed. We discuss the notion of path implementation
and show its use in the derivation exercise.
A machine is de ned as M = hS; T; r; f; P; V i,
where S is the set of states, T is a non-empty set
of transitions, r is the reset/start state, f is the nal
state, P is the set of ports, and V is a domain of values. The set of ports (P = CI [ CO [ DI [ DO ) is a
union of the sets of control inputs, control outputs,
data inputs, and data outputs.

A transition is de ned from a source state to a target state, s1 ! s2 , where L is a label. L = Lc + Ld ,
where the assignment functions are Lc : CI [ CO 7!
f0; 1; #g and Ld : DI [ DO 7! V . The don't care value
is denoted as # . The care set for a label denotes
the set of ports that do not have don't care values
according to the label L. care = fp j L(p) 6= #g.
L

L

2.1 Complement
The environment of a machine can be constructed
using the complement operation. For every output(input) port in a machine, a input(output) port
is created in its complement. The complement machine retains the sets of values, states, reset, and nal
states. For every transition, the complement machine
has the same value on the corresponding ports. The
set of transitions in the complement are:
T = fs1 ! s2 j s1 ! s2 2 T and L = Rename(L)g
where Rename(L)(p ) = L(p) if p = rename(p).
L

L

0

0

2.2 Path Implementation
Each path from the reset state to the nal state in
the complement machine represents a valid sequence of
interactions to complete a protocol. A machine can interact with an implementation of any interaction path
of its complement machine. Sequential decomposition
of a component from a system is accomplished by incorporating the appropriate path implementation of
the complement of the component into the description
of the rest of the system.
De nition 2.1: The inclusion relation over transition
labels is de ned as:
L1  L2 () 8p 2 care 1 : L1 (p) = L2 (p)
De nition 2.2: A maximal relation over states (S 
S1  S2 ) is a path simulation relation if s1 p s2 implies:
1. 9s1 !1 s1; s2 !2 s2 : L1  L2 ^ s1 p s2
2. 8s1 !1 s1 : (care 1 \ CI1 ) 6=  )
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9s2 ! s2 ^ L1  L2 ^ s1 p s2
11
3: 9s1 ! s1 ; s1 !12 s1 : s1 6= s1 ^ (care 12 \ CI1 ) 6= 
) (9s2 !22 s2 : s2 =
6 s2 ^ L12  L22 ^ s1 p s2)
^ ((9s2 !21 s2 : L11  L21 ) _
(9s2 !23 sk : L11  L23 ^ s1 p sk ))
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De nition 2.3: A machine M1 is path implemented

by machine M2 (M1 vp M2) if, r1 p r2 ^ f1 p f2 ,
where r1 ; r2 are the start states, and f1 ; f2 are the nal
states of M1; M2 .

3 DRAM Speci cation
Simpli ed timing diagrams of the read and CASbefore-RAS refresh cycles adapted from the datasheets of the 256K-bit DRAM, TI-TMS4256, [13] are
shown in Figures 2 and 3. The write cycle is similar
to the read cycle.

The state machine denoted by the DRAM specication is shown in Figure 4. The read, write and
refresh cycles are represented as three paths from the
reset state to the nal state. The environment of the
DRAM (DRAM), constructed using the complement
operation, will be transformed into a path implementation that can interact with the DDD-FM9001 and a
refresh timer.
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Figure 4: DRAM state diagram

Figure 2: Read cycle timing diagram
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Figure 3: Refresh cycle timing diagram
t1 [ta (C )]
t0 + t1 [ta (R)]
t2 [tdis (CH)]

 50ns
 100ns
 30ns

 90ns
 100ns

t3 [tw (RH)]
t4 [tw (RL)]

The formulae above show the setup and hold timing
constraints for normal read, write and CAS-beforeRAS refresh cycles, and are used to manually choose
the system clock speed. All the above constraints can
be satis ed by choosing a clock interval greater than
100ns (clock speed < 10MHz) and letting t0 ; t1 ; t2 ; t3 ;
and t4 correspond to a clock interval.
4

DRAM(ras cas addr dout din rw) =
((; await cas not(ras); cas ras; not(cas) not(ras))
(; await ras not(cas) : addr row; cas ras
rw : addr col; not(cas) not(ras) rw : dout read ; )
(; await ras not(cas) : addr row; cas ras not(rw) :
addr col; not(cas) not(ras) not(rw) : din write; ))
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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Timer(set done) =
( ; done until set)
;
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The DRAM speci cation lacks the information that
a refresh cycle must be performed within 4ms of the
previous refresh cycle. For a clock speed of 10Mhz,
allowing a read/write cycle time of 400ns and refresh
cycle time of 300ns, we use a 3.3ms timer to start
the refresh cycle. The timer is set at the end of each
refresh cycle and holds the done signal until it is set
again. The timer can be speci ed in ISL as :

;

;

=V

The ISL speci cation of the DRAM (shown above)
is formulated from its timing diagrams and the chosen clock speed. ras, cas, rw are the control input
ports. dout, and din, addr are the data output and
input ports.

Figure 5: Transformation of Timer
The next step in the derivation is to transform the
complement of Timer (Timer) into a path implementation of Timer and DRAM (refresh cycle). The wait
transition labeled done (marked 1 in Figure 5) is unrolled into a state and a transition with the same label.
The state marked 2 in Figure 5 is transformed into
a wait state. The labels in corresponding transitions
of the two path implementations are then uni ed.

5 Derivation of Read and Write Cycles

6 Conclusion

In the next step of the derivation, the read and
write operations on the abstract memory in DDDFM9001 are decomposed into a sequential component
using the ISL speci cations given below. The complements of the Read and Write descriptions are then
transformed into a path implementation of DRAM.

In this paper we have described the steps involved
in the derivation of a DRAM memory sub-system using sequential decomposition. The DRAM manager
is derived by transformation of the complements of
the interface speci cations of the DRAM memory, the
refresh timer, and the DDD-FM9001, into a path implementation of each component. Each component in
the system can then be synthesized with the assurance
that it can interact with the rest of the system.

4

Read(dtack; strobe; RW; ADDR; DOUT) =

[; strobe RW : ADDR addr until dtack : DIN read ]
4
Write(dtack strobe RW ADDR DIN) = [; strobe
not(RW) : ADDR addr DOUT write until dtack]
;

=V

;

;

;

=V

;

=V

;

;

=V
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Figure 6: DDD-FM9001 Read Interface
As shown in Figure 6, we incorporate the interface
for Read into a lower level descripton of the DDDFM9001 by replacing each transition containing the
read-mem operation with Read. The ports in Read are
added to the DDD-FM9001 description. Similarly, the
write-mem operations in DDD-FM9001 are replaced by
instances of Write.
3
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Figure 7: Transformation of Read
Figure 7 shows the transformation of Read to a path
implementation of DRAM (read cycle). The wait loop
in the state marked 3 in Figure 7 is unrolled twice.
The state marked 4 in Figure 7 is transformed into
a wait state. The labels of the resulting state diagram
are then uni ed. Similarly, Write is transformed to a
path implementation of DRAM (write cycle), all accomplished by a predetermined set of available transformations.
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